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Abstract

free. Ne.c.al 1 in Normal and Pnor Readers

,The use tQf category orgaflization to free recall of readingAisabled

was investigated, in an attempt to-determine.reasons for the difficulties

such cbildreft.commonly have with memory tasks. THe performance of.9 -to 11,
,

\ A a r 0 1 d normal and reading disabled boys was compared on a baseline free

recal.1. task in which the stimulus items (colored pictures' of common objects)

were a rrangedin a fixed .order for presenta ti on' and study prior to reCal I

SuAequerilly, subjects experienced one of three -manipulations, al 1 involving,

'the. acti ve 'sorti ng of s timul us 'Md teri al s . Two of 'these attempted through

instructions to affet the child's level ofl processing. of ttems While the.

third
,

al lowed the child to sort freely in preparation for recall. Pp*

readers recal led less items and ,tended' to show less ottani zati on of ,recal 1

than normals during the baseline trial. On the experimental trial°, recall

and te-cjory cl us teri ng- we:re highest for both groups following a manipulation

desi ned to produce se)anKencoding 'Ind grouping of items, 'and lowest when

the children were required to focus on the color of the items: In the
L

.

absenCe of ircistrvctiohs to guide -the nature of their sorting of items. for study,
. . .

P , k .

,
the readi4 disabled children failed to organize or study as effectivly as

norm81' readers 'did-. Rather than lacking, the ability tb.use semantic relations

as a stotegy foArouping items in recall, the reading disabled had di ffi-

culty in spontaneously generating an .effective- grouping strategy to aid
. ,

-., recall.

3
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Free 'Roca] 1 in Norma 1 and Pour Readers .,

Free Redal 1 in Normal and Popr

as a Function of Task Man pul

Research in children's memory has re ently ded to populations of

children showing developmental disabi 1 i t./ es (Callipio own, 1977'; Torgeson,
.,

19.75). In particular, investigators co cerned wi th describing problems 'of

learning' disabled children have come focus on meniciry skills an area of
. ,

_ potential deficit. The present study ompares. rtormal
/
and poor readers'

performance in free recal 1 tasks admin stered under varying instructional
...

conditions, in. order to learn' more aboPt the 'memory abilities And deficiencies

2

of poor readers.

A "learning disabi 1 i ty" is genera ly vi'ewed as a retardation in the child's

ability to demonstrate knowledge of c demi c subject (natter at a level' cow-

a

menairate with his or her intellectual ability (Hal lahan & Kauffman, 1976).

specific index commonly used to disting ish the learning disabled child- is

his or'her .di,screpant level of reaqing roficthricy. This definition. was used

I
to characterize the group of children .tested in. the present study.

Interest in7.4(ieniory dysfunctions of earning dis,abled chi ldreri'. has been

sparked by a number of studies demonstra ing difficulties these. chi ldr.en hays

with a variety' of,. verbal memory tasks (Kat Keutsch, 1967; Kluever, 1971;

Ring, 1975; Serif & Freuudl, Note 1). A memory deficit -may be interprete'd in

at least two ways.: some investigators (e.g., Freston & Drew, 1974; Parker

.

Freston, & Drew, 1975) have implied that learning disabled chi ldre suffer.

structural deficien-ties that contribute to pervasive and persistent lacks

in memory ski 11'. On the 'other hand, Torgeson (1975). and others have proposed

that learning disabled children perform poorly on memob tasks b'ecause,_91..
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Ien-thlabilAy or lack of inclination t.o develop:and use efficient mnemonic
-.,.;

stitategie§: Brown (1974) has made_a similar .argument in regard 'to memory
,

ta0c_perf.OrMance of mentally retarded children. She .has further sugYested r
a

that such children Can use strategies ,effectively when-qtval'explicit and

appropriate training.in their use.

Evidence fOr the absence , oir ineffective use.of mnemonic strategies in

poor readers has been obtained for the use of verbal rehearsal in serial recall

tasks (Bauer,, 1977; Torgeson & 'Gol.dman, 1977).' Research on organizational

strategies employed by (reading. disabled children in free rv.all is still

somewhat limited. A number of studies have demonstrated that these children re-

member less items in a free recklktask than do chi ldren who have demonstrated
.

average or above-average reading skills (Freston!. Drew, 1974; Parker, et al.,

`.1-975; Torgeson, 1977; Ong, Wong, & Foth, )977). Differences r :the use of

strategies that Oght.accouht for recall deficits are still what elusive:

For example, Wong, et al. (1977) found that poor 'readersSho e.less category

clustering,in (;rcall than normal readers did, but TorgesOn.(1977) did not

find2sUch a differenCe, although he 4did.find that PoOrxeaders showed less

semantic0groul:t"ng of items duriny a study period precedtng recall than dtd

-.normal readers of the same ar level.. In both-of-,these,studies, reading

disabled children verbaliZed about the items less, than hordals did while
F

studying in prOaration for recall., Torgeson also found tFykt poor readers

'shoWed much more "distracted" behavior than riormals.- Thus; differences in
,,

recall performanee'uf good and poor readers mayirbe due to deficiencies in the i

4
use Of effective organizationaYstrategies, or may simply be due to 'the in-

.

Aility of the reading disabled to conceatrate,offectively on the task..
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Both Torgeson -(197 4, and Wogg, et al: (1977) used experimental manipula-

tions-intions-in effortstoiail

fdur6tOtwith a sitrong set of iristruCtionS about. the use .oT,category organ-

e 1

,l- 1 /

:izatiorr-in study And recall, reading -disabledchildre 's free recall pet-Form--

ve the.recall performanCe of poor .eaders- Torgeson

f 01.°.

. .

ance increased. more than that of the normal readgFs tested, so that the two

oips became very similar in recall performance. Wong, et al., on the other

.hancl% using a between-subjects desn.gn to evaluate. the effect of a catAgory'
; ,

cuing procedure, foundthat although both reading - impaired and normal children

prOfited by the anfpuletion, the relative superiority. of normal readers'

a

recal17,was maintained. Differences in the degree to which the experimental

manipulations programmed the child's behavior may account for these differ-C

ential resuls,, since To.Lgeson was much more directive' than Wong, et al.,
6,0

in requiring the child to engage in certain study behaviors an to produce

a clustered recall. A question of interest in the present study. was the
.10.0

relative impact of experimental manipulations on reading disabled and normal

children..

1Given'that task manipulations can improve the .amount recalled by reading

impaired children, as both Torgeson (1977) and Wong, et al (1977) have

demonstrated, what mediating behaviors have been chan.ged? Both Torgeson and:

Wong, .et al. attribute, the improved recall of their reading abted groups

to the increased used of organization prompted experimental manipu,flation.

However, although Wong, 'et al. found, gr er use of recall organizatiOn- wig,

cuing instructions, t.hisAid liot ocr in_a consistent fashion for the severaa"

conditions involved in the study uggestiog only a limited relationship

between the use of category stering and recall :scores. Fn Torgeson's

search, observatiOns Of the children's study behaviors during the experimental
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7 trial:showed that the manipulation changed, the reading disabled children's

. 'study behavior well as their rpcall clustering. The most notable change

was a de4easein the amount of time they Spent distracted from the task':

Wong, et al. did not-find differences in thec'study behaviors yf children in

their instructed conditions,ibut they observed only a few such behaviors,

not ,including the category "distracted", thus leaving somewhat indefinite the

'issue of'what chilti 'behaviors are affectecj.a Training designed to increase'

the chiid's use of organization in study and recall may affect other
-4

more general task strategie5, than orgai,izationj, in particular, ,atteneton
()

1 to the task, motivation, etc. Trainirig studies done with reading disabled
,ge

children have thus far not separated the effects of increased organization

of .items froiethe effects of i- ncreased :task involvement. BOth ofthese

might contribute to the increased recall that has been, reported as a result

of training.

.The present study attempted too separate the manipulation Of use of

semantic organization in study and-recall from the influence of the amount of

structure the task provides for the child's behavior during' preparation for

recall. I? all conditions, children first received a baseline trial to

evaluate their initial' recall performance, On a second trial, three coryli'- ,

tions were employed with 'equal numbers of reading disabled and normal children.

Two of the conditions attempted to vary the "level of processing". of Items

(Craik El' Lockhart, 1W). Following a method originated by Murphy and Brown

(1975), childrer.in one .condition were required to categorize stimuJus gems

on the basis of semantic Similarity prior to study for recall .(Semantic.

condition). In a second condition, children grouped the items on the basis

of color (ignoring semantic relationships between items) prior to study for

ec 11 (Formal condition). Murphy Old Brown (1975) used these tWieOnditions
L,
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to vary'the level of'processing of items, with color sorting intended to
_ .

produce a relatvely superficial level of processing, while the semantic

condition-should produce a (Wepcir level. 11, as suggested by Craik and

. ?

LOckhart (l97k, the: m0mory trace depends on the qualitative, nature of, the
-,../..m.

. _

.

perceptual analysis'car ied out on the stimulus,. the Semantic condition

should produce 'better recall Shan the Formal condition. More importantly,

if reading disabled children fail to demonstrate organization in recall as

much as normal children due to a ,deficiency in. the ability to generate

effective organizational strategies, the Seffilantic condition should produce

superior recall in those subjects by inducing them to organize items by

category in recag.. Whetter the manipulation would be more 'effective for

these children than for normal readers was also a question,of $ntrest, in.

,

light of the differential findings ofJorges6n and WOng,
-

et al., described

The rormal condition was expected to decrease recall relative

baseline for normal readers !-).y directing their attention away from semantic
.s..

features and toward less helpful Perceptual features of the items. cWhettler

-it would decrease recall an&Organizatiow among the reading disabled would

above.

depend on the'extent to which they spontaneously employed organization in

-the baseline condition; since previous studies suggest that they would be
, .

..,,

low in spontaneous organization, this condition Was'expected to havelitt;

effect on their recall performance, as compared with 1;laseline.
vik

Ina third condition, tie Free Sort condition, children were instructed

on their second trial to gro60 the items into sets in any manner they chose

that would be helpful for recall. Here, the level of prOcessing and degree

of organization of items for study were and r the control of thNizild/.
/0

Arrangement of items far study was not dire-ted by instructions to the ',ame

4
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extent as in the..other two conditions. This condition Was used to assess'

the child's 'Spontaneous approach to the'sorting-study-recall task. It is

similar to Torgeson's (1977) baseline condition and to Wong et al.-'s (1977)

no CU'eltimed condition. In line with their findings, we expected that

reading disabled children would recall less well rhah normal children in

this condition. Whether their lower recall would be attributable to the

lesser. use of organization in study and duri.g-Tecall was a question of
.

a interest.

The ..present srudy employed only male children as subjects, because of

practical problems involved in locatin4 sufficient numbers of- reading

disableA:female children in the school system. As learn,i6g disabilities

are estimated to 9ccur front three to ten times more frequently in boys than

in girls. (Bentzen, 1963;' Owen, Adams, Forrest, Stolz, & Fisher, 19/1), the

results of the study should be generaliiable to a substantial portion of

tike reading disablecrpopulation.

-r'
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Method

Subjects

Ninety boys, 9 to 1 1 years of age; all 4t1i.:, th,T'or 6th graders enrolled

io public Schools in 'a l arge Southern city were selected to participate in

the study. Forty-five of these were learning disabled children who were re-'

ceiving special assistance in resource rooms att4eir''schools. Each had been

r
"Free Recall 4n Normal and Poor .Readers

identified through the school system's formal psychological and educational

assessments as having a learning disabili-ty'. More specifically, these boys.

'showed readi n achieveMent test scores4wotn the word recognition'section of

the Wide Range Achievement Test. (Jastak, Bijou, & Jastak, 1965) that averaged

grades)below actual grade placement.. They had Dbtain,ed intelligence

test 'scores within the normal range on the Full Scale of the Wechsler. Intell-

gence Scale for Children-Revised (Wechsler, 1974)_. Children with -primarily

sensory or em onal problems were excladed from the sample. The mean's,.
I

standard,deeations, and ranges for realling grade.level, IQ, and chronological

a e of the reeding disabled group were as follows: For reading grade level,
t

X=1.61,- SD=.72,.range =1.0 - 3.7. For IQ,' X =93.06, SD=7.3, _range = 85-120.

For chrono1441 age, T=)26.4, SD=8.17, range =110-143:

As control,, forty-five normal readers were randomly selectciflrom the

regular elemeatary school classes attended by the reading disabled boys. They

were Matched with the latter in age,,grade level, race, and socioeconomic

background. The mean chronological age for the normal group was 126.9 months

(SD=9.0; range =110-140). The control subjects had no record of academic or

adjustment problems and, according to school records, were reading at or

above grade level. No in-formation on intelligence test scores was available

for these children,

Fifteen, le mbers of the reading disabled'group were randomly ass )

I0

d to
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each experimental condition; each matched normal .reader was then automatically

assigned to the same condition as the reading disabled child wi th whom he

was paired.

Materials

Items for the two recall trials consisted .of 50 2 x 2 in. (5.1 5.1 cm)

line drawings of common objects belonging to ten conceptual categories. The

-\drawings were mounted on cardboard and covered by a sheet of colOred plastic

ide Report Covers) to produce items of' fi ve di fferent colors. Color and

conceptual categ' memberships were orthogonal, so that each of the five items

representing a single category, appeared on a di fferent-colored card. Three

sets of i terns were constructed, and used in a random fashion wi th di fferent

subjects, so that pairings of colors with particular sets of categories varied

across subjects. The categor4s were Food, Winter Clothes, Vehics , Animals ;

Furni ture, Toys, School-related _Tools, Eating Utensils, Personal Grooming Items,
o

_and. Sporting Goods. Pretesting of the stimuli wi th 15 second-graders indicated

that al 1 items were easy to label and were familiar to the chi ldren, since al 1

were able to give an appropriate name for each, item:

Sets. of cue cards were constructed to guide the children 's -grouping of
- .

(

items according to the procedure described below. For the Semantic condi ti on,

there were ten cards, each 8 x 10 in. (20.3 x25.4 cm), representing, a grocery

store, stormy weather, a road, a zoo, a house, a playground, a cicsroom, a

dinner table, a bathroom, and a stadium. For the Formal condition , blank cue

cards of the sam-eze were colored blue, yellow, gold, green, and red. For

the Free Sort condition, five blank white cards, the same size 4 those used

in the other condi tionS, were prepared.
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Procedure.

Chi ldren were tested individually by a female experimenter in rooms at

-the schools. After attempting -ro make the 'chi ld feel_ it. ease-, the expuriMenter

.invited him 10 playa memory game. All subjects received the same instructions

on the baseline trial. Twenty -fi ve items were placed face down or the table

in an irregular circular arrangement, with no item adjacent to another of

the same- category or color. In an attempt to avoid list effects, each child .

eceived a randomly selected set of five catwjories" -(each containing five items)

on this trial . His second trial was later gi ven using the items from the five

remaining conceptual categories and cue ,cards appropriate to the items and

condi tion. For the basel-ine trial, the experimenter asked the chi 1,d to name

each picture as t was presented. The chi ld was then; giren. two minutes to

study the i tems for recall. During this time; study behavitors were recorded
'

according to the procedure' described belaw---Irthi! -chi 1 i cated that he

was ready to recall before the two-minute period el arise I, 'the was told to con-

tinue to study, and the time at which tie made' the request was recorded.

After two minutes, the items were covered and the chi ld- was asked to recall the

i terns . Recall continued for two minutes or until the child appeared to have

been di stracted for a period of 30 seconds. Items recalled n the order of

recall, were recorded.
z

After a brief interval duri qg which the experimenter engaged in casual

conversation with t c h i l d , a second trial was given, in which an e.or the

three experimental condi tions was presented. For the Semantic condi Lion, the

child was presented with five cue cards appropriate to the items to be presented

on that trial He was asked to lab'el each ,of these, and then was instructed to

label each of the 25 items as they were presented, and to sort them into sets

I2
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,that belonged with each of the Cie cars. The experimenter aided the child
,

AS necessary and recorded his sorting time. If the child bred pot finiShed

srting after three minutes, the bxperjmenter gave direct instructions for

. .

category groUping..' (This was neCessary.only for one readiig-impalred child.)

Then- the experimenter asked the child to study the sorted items for recall.

Study ald recall measures were obtained in the same fashion as in the ffirst '4,

1114111.,

trial:

for the Formal condition,-the child was presented with the 4e colored

cue cards together with the appropriate items. Following the same procedure

as in the Semantic condition, the child was asked to name the colors of the

cards, and then to name each item and sort it by color wing the cue cards.

None of the children needed assistance to sort correctly. Instructions for

the two-minute study period and for recall were the same AS for theSeman,Uc

condition; study and recall measures were obtained.

In the Free Sort condition, the test items were.presented together with

the five blank white cue cards. The experimenter pointed out the five cue

cards, asked the child to label each item, and then instructed the.child_as

follows: "Now, I want you to remember these pictures. You put them in these,

'frames' any way you want to, any vihy that will help you to remember. them."

Parts of these instructions had to repeated for three reading disabled children.

The experimenter recorded the grouping patterns used by the child and the' time

taken to sort. A three-minute' time limit was used for sorting even if the

child had not completed his item grouping (as was the case for one normal

reader, and one poor redder). Instructions for study and recall were the same

as in the Semantic and Formal, conditions, and data were recorded in the same

fashion.

4Lehecklist adapted from
-

Moely,'Otson, Halwes, and Flavell (1969)'was

used to.record sUbjects1,study behaviors during the stimulus-viewing'period.

13
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The study behaviors .recorded in each 10-sec.. interval were a) looking: follov

the stimulus array wi th' eye. movementS; b) touching) .any miniJal handling of tlae

piaures: counting: counting verbally or on one's fingersl. d) Verbal i zing:_

naming the pictur evidenced bmuttCring, whispering, or Clearly dis-

cernible 1 ip. mov e) self- testinj: looking away from the picture *ray '

or closing the eyes while attempting to reptat the i tems ; .a.nd f) distracted; ts

.off-task behavior characterized by aimlessly looking around or investigating'

incidental aspects of the environment. During uch of the twelVe- 10-s-Ccond

\ .,.

intervals, only one of the six categories could be scored, representing the

predominant behavior during that interval. Lach category thus' codld yield

scores ranging from 0 to 12.. 'Reliabilities for the looking, touching, self-

\

testing, and distracted categories' were obtfuined by compaTing the ratings of

two raters on twelve subjects. The rkliabi li ties of theraters were :83,

.83, .86, and .8§ for these four categories:respectiyely. The categories'

counting and verbalizing occurred too infrequently in this grouPHof children

for a reliability estimate to be obtatned, and'these categories w e therefore

omitted, from analyses reported.below.

I I4
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R'esultF,

Score's werepbtained foilthe.amount recalled and for recall 'organization.

The measure of recall organization was the Ratio of Repetition (RR) (Bousfield,

1953), which has been evaluated favorably by Frender and Doubi let (1974):

Various measures of the child's behavior during sortin and- study for\ recall

were alsrObtained. Unless otherwise indicated analyses of variance performed .

.

On each mthasure included Groups (normal and poor readers) and Conditions
.

, .

.,.

(Semantic, Formal and Free Sort) as between-subjects variables and Trials

(baseline and exp.eri,mental) as a repeated measure.

1 tam Recall

Reading disabled and normal children differed 's4,gnificantly in total

amount recalled, F(1,84)=8.273, :a .c:.01, with normal Vreadors remeMbering more

items .(Mean across both trials = 13.56) than did the reading disabled (X=

11.92). A one-way analysis of variance of baseline recall scoret indicated'

to significant difference between the

N
normal and poor readerS, F(1,88)=5.82,

p...(.D2.. Means and standard deviations for amount recalled are shown in

Table 1..,

Insert Table A about here

The anvilysis of variance of.amount recalled also yielded a significant

1

interaction of Cohditions by_ Trials, F(2,84)=18.25; a.001, reflecting a

.differential effect of Conditions, such that recall on the experimental trial

in the Semantic and Free Sort conditions was notably increased over the base-

'line level, while in the Formal condition, little change from baseline was

shown. Thus, the nature of the. encoding task affected recall, as expected,

_
yielding differences between the Semantic, and Formal conditions. A significant

15
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main effect of Conditions, F(2;84)=4.54, p <.0F. , is qualified by the inter-

action.

Although the normal group consistently recalled more items than' the

readirng-disabled, no significant interac'tioW\Of' ei ther. Groups- by ,Condi tions

ore Groups, by -Condi tio'ns by Trials dalaS'' 'obtained. Thus, i t appears that the

Y,

poor readers' reaction to the experimental manipulation was riot quanti ta-

tively different form that of-the normal readers in reg,ardto amount _recall ed.
.4.-

As indicated in Table 1, however,, the Semantic' condi ti on was effective ir4

bringing the recall' of the rQadi rig disabled up tG1/4 the same' level as that of

the normal boys, which was not the case in the other twO conditions.

Recall Organization

The analysis of' yap ance of RR scores yielded'a significant interaction
A

of Groups by Conditions 6y, Trials, F(2,84)=3.57, p_<.05. The main effects,

)f. Conditions, F(2,84)=13.63, p.< .001, and Tr:ials, F(1,84)=66.33, p.<.001,

and the interaction. of Conditions by Trials, F(2,84)=16.05, p_<.001, were

also significant. The':three-way,i nteracti on was further analyzed by examin-
,,,

inglsimole effects for each condition, using, in each case, an analysis of

variance of Groups by Trials. In the Semantic condition, the analysis

yieided 'a significant effect of Trials, F(1,28)=61.36, 2.4..001, reflecting

an'Ancrease in clustering with semantic organization instructions for both

normal and reading 'disabled chi ldren. As was the case for recall scores,

the effect of the Semantic' condi ti on was to bring the reading disabled' to

approximately the sa,me level of functioning as the normal chi ldren, although

the statistical test 'does n.ot indicate a greater effect of this condi tion'on
:their :organization ccores than on those of tho normal readers . ?the Filrmal

condition, no significant ,group fferenceor char-Pge over tOals,'Wiis found-;

4 I 6
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neither .group has notably -impai red or aided by the required use of color

grouping. Ind the FreeSort condi t ion, a sign i fi cant i nteraCti on of 'Group4,:.

by Trials.yias .cibtained, F(1,28)=4.911, p.<.05, as well as a significant'

effect of Trials, F(1,28)=39.18, p 4.001. As Shown in Table 2,' normal.

readers improved of re from the baseline to the expe'ri men trial. i n .thei r

use of crganization than poor readers 'did. The three-way rinteracttLorkg

appears to reflect group differences in organiiation used. in the Free Sort

Insert Table 2 about here

1E4

condition. When the child's grouping of items was controlled by the experi-

menter (in the Semanti-c and Formal conditions), no differences appeared

hetween normal and poor. readers in the effecti veness of the expori mental

manipulation:,

I f spontaneous use of organization is a problem for reading' disabled

a

. chi ldren, as the finding for the Free Sort condition suggests, baseline

clus tering 'might show a group difference in organization as well A one-

way analysis of variance performed on baseline RR scores 'showed d 'tendency

for lower scores: atang the reading disabled than in the normal readers, F

(1,88)= 2.,34, p =.12. Correlations between RR and recall in-the bag'eline

period were .07 (Hs) for the reading disabled and .28 (1)=.03) for the normal

readers. Thus, the poor*readers tended to show less spontaneous use of

category organization than normals did, and showed a letser relationship

between such organisation and amount recalled.

An additional analysis was performed on ,the recalls of chi ldren in the

'Free Sort condition. Since subjects in this condition created their own

.grouping of the items during :thei r' ute of some systematic but
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idiosyncratic organizing system might not be reflected in RR. scores, There-

fore, idioSyntratic clustering scores were obtained eo.n:the ordering of recall

by each child' in this condition. Idiosyncratic recall organizatiOn refers to

.

the child's use.of his study period grouping as a way of ordering recall;

repardless of the items', conceptual relations. Thus.; ii,a child &Orted

"elephant" .-,"Chair" together, even though these items do not stare a categoi-Y,
0

relationshipr he would be scored as wing idiosyncratic organization for thQ

same items appea.ring as. a set in. his recall. RR scores/ for.jdlosyncratic.

organization were obtained for recalls made by childr in the FreeSort

condition on the experimental trial. These were sub ected to a one -way,

",e

analysis of variance to test for _group differences. The analysis showed

that normal readers used their own organization in recall (7--.49) to a'

greater extent thaM the readirip disabled did (7..31), F(1,28)=4.53, V .-05.
N

Thus, reading disdbled children were less able than n&mals to use either'

category or idiosyncratic- organization of items to order recall when the

.
task required. that they spontanebuslYAgenerate their own system for grouping

the items. When instructions provided them,with a procedure for Category

grouOng-, the reading.- disabled were well able to use sentantic organizaCion

in recall.

OF
Study Behaviors

.,Behavio.rs observed duri the study period were examined in order to

determine whether poor readers were approaching the mem66 task in a different

way than normals; and whether' the three conditions induced observably different

study behaviors.

FirSt, the amount or time taken to sort items on the experimental trial
tr

was examined, using an analysis of variance that included Groups and Conditions

X18
1 fl °

,
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as between-subjects °variables.- A main effect of ConditiOns, F(2,84)=36.2,

41:C:001, reflects the lesser-time required,to sort in the formal condition

(5=58.1 sec'.) than in either the Seniantil (7;128.5) or Free Sort (T120.1)

conditions. In light df. di fferences in recall for the threp .condi ons ,
. . .

. . .

described above,. thi s finding suggests that there might be a relationship

between the tiuie.takfn to sort itemS and the amount recalled or orgayzation
,..-

.

In oPder to .deterriine the Influence of time taken to -Sort, i ndepend-

i,

.ntly of type of proCe5s-ing-, corro.lations betw'e(M sorting tim, on the one
. ,

A
hand, and either recall or clustering scores ;'on the other, were gbtained

4 for children in each condition. For the Semantic condition, time to sort
( . , 4

correlated .05 with the number df, items recalled and -.1 3 with clustering.

Forthe Formal ndition, correlations, were -.05 and -.14. In the Free

Sort condition,- correlations were--.14 and 11. None'of these correlation

.
coefficients is statistically significant, and several show an inverse

relationship between time and ecall indices. Thus, using more time to

group items did not significantly increase either' the amount.xecalled or

the extent to which items were organized for recall ,atcording to wi thin-

condition comparisons . Di fferences betvien conditions in time to sort

apparently reflect the difficulty of the sorting task chi 1 dren were required

to carry out.-'The analysis 'filed to shown di ffvences between normal

and poor readers in the time taken to sort items:for recall in any of the
.

Next, the kind of behaviors.showh during the two-minirte study period

precediag recall were examined. An analysis of variance was p rformed on

the scores for the latency until the subject said he as ready o recall,

including Groups and Conditions as between-subjects variat)les ,

v.

'19
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as within-sub cts variable. significant effect of Trials, (1,84)=18.31,

p 4.001, indicated that subjec s used more of, the study period to, prepare

for recall on the'eXperimenta trial than they had in the baseline trial.

A main effec,ti of Groups was. ( lmost skynLficant, F(1,84)=314, p=.05, re- 1\

flecking the tendebcy for reading disabled children tp spend lest' time

studying.before*indicating heir readiness to recall than normal reader's did.

Scores for the 'number of intervals during:the study period in which

the chil d showed distract d behavior were subjected to an analysis of varkaoce

including Groups ant as between-tkubjects 'variables, and Trials

a within-subjects var able. A three2way interaction of these variables

was obtained, F(2,84)=3".14, .p..CA, as well as interactions of Groups .by.
J

Conditions, N2,84)=5. 5, p_ < 0 1, a nd 'Group s by Trials, 1(1,84)=8.90,

Insert Table 3 about here

Mean scores are shown in Table 3. The three-way interaction was further

anlyzed by examining simple effects for conditions, using analyse. of

variance involving Gr'oups and Trials as variables on scores obtained by

childrd'n in each condition. For the Semantic condition, -no significant

effects of Groups orTrials were found, with children generally showing*.

low level of distraction. In the *Formal 'condition, an interaction of Groups
,

by Trials, F(1,28)=9.20, p Z.01, re.hect
s

.
)

a decrease in.,distractionby
.. .4/

(normal readers on the experime , 1 . trial relative to bcaseline, a d little

change over tyl'als for the reading disabled. As indicqed in Table 3, the

reading disabled 'children showed little dIstracTiori' in either Semantic

or Formal conditions. For the?1 e Sort condi ti on a si gni fi cant interaction

'of Groups by
)
Tr-ials, F(1,28)=4.60, <.0 due-to,an inp-eae in di s-

)

20
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traction among reading disabled children on the experimental trial, while

normal readers' showed little change, from basefinlhiS analysis also

yidlded a significant effect of Group, F(1,28).5.33, Itappears
,,,
nlot

that thereading disabled were less able than normals to direct their

attention'to the stimuli during study time only in the Free Sort condition.

The three other study behaviors yielded loss interesting findings.

Self-Testing occurred i requently, as fildicated in Tablbe 3, but showed a

signifiscant increase ov r Trials, F(1,84)=7.33, p 4.01, as well as .an jntdr-

action,of Groups by Conditions, by Tr'ials, F(2,84)=3.2,-p_<.%05_7. The inter-4

action reflects- the highetvt use ofself-testing:amongfthe reading disabled

children
7

stimu

on the experimental trial in the Semantic condition.- Looking at

items showed a decrease overTrials, F(1,84)=11.10, pt4.01, from

can of 10.71 on the baseline trial to a mean-of-9.36 on the'experiMental

trial. Touching of stimulus items showed a low frequency of occurrence

(X-2>26) and no differences between groups or conditions or across trials-..,"

Finally, sorts of the items produced by the normal and poor readers in

the Free Sort condition were scored for the use of category organization,

usngthe RR index. Jhis Measure was used to indicate the extent to which

th9/children used. category relations between items as a,basis for grouping.
N

A one-way analysis of variance of these scores showed a significant difference

betWeen reading disabled and no'rmal boys, F(1,28)77.48, p..01. Category

organAzation was less often empl4ed as a way of grouping items by the
A t

reading disabled (X =.31) than by the normal readers (5i=.53).

f- ,
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Discussion

...,. ...,

,
A basic quest one in-'Athri, reinvestigation was the extent to whi

reading disabl e.40 Children 10
.140. . " .,:

spontanegulsy use organization for recallorganization

. , .:.

. \ .

.

.. .

the baseline trial indicted that

the.reading disabled recalled fewer tems than normal readers did. . Thi5 may
....---

relative to. normal Results for

sc

b16-attriblitedin part to a lesser tendency to Urfganize, ,sin(,e the Poor7readers

.
tended toshave:lOwer RR scores on this trial than normals1p. Howey,er,.}ack

Of organization...cannot entirdy account for thereadingAtt-abled chiidren'
_r

''
recall deficit, since-the group difference was flot large. The lower corre-

lation between RR and aMount recalled for the reading disabled than for normals

during baseline may reflect a lackfofunderstanding of the use of prganization

as a strategy for recall. Although the reading disabled did not show more

distracted behavior than normals during the baseline triol, their tendency

to repbrt readiness to recall early in the study period suggest that they

had same difficulty in understanding the demands of the task.

A related finding was the effect obtained under the Free Sort condition,

in which the children were required to impose their( own organization when

,

ortarriT.rttiNs for recall. Several aspects of perforMance by th'e reading

disabled suggest that they had difficulty in spontaneously developing a

systematic approach to the memory task in this relatively unstructured

situation. 'First, the poor readers did not use category clustering sOontan--

egusly in recall asmuch as normal.thildren did; secondly, their use of

semantic grouping of items in preparation for.study was not as great as that
t I

shown by normal readers; and third, they did not -generateln idiosyncratic

form f Organization to structure their situdy a d recall as Much as normals..

did. appears that reading disabled children faCe difficulties when they

22
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are required to enerate their own s trategiesik to meet task requirements. Ex-
4

planations for tiffs fact could be given either at a structural level , focusing
.

cn me-mory ,as a ba ic disability of these children, or at a behavioral level,

emphasizing the c i ld' s fai lure' to generate study behaviors appropriate to..
4

theitas- Because reading disabled children made good use of 'orani zati onI
Tor, later recall u der the condi ti on that faci 1 i tated semantic grouping,

behavioral explanation seems more appropriate. The ceadi ng disabled subjelits '

performance in the Free Sort condi ?Fen is best understood in terms of a fajlure

to adapt productive y to task' requi rementS Evi-dence from the study behavior

measures supports this i nterpre tati on The poor readers showed a hi gher 1-evel

of distracted behavior under this condi ti on 'than in any other cond tion. The

unstructured setting characteristic of the Free Sort condition app ently was

conducive to a declir e in their task involvement. When faced wi th a task in

which they must acti elty structure -the situation, reading disabled chi ldren

may fail because they have not learned to value individual, sustained, and

organized effort di rected toward, the speCi fied goal of the task. Researchers

in the area of learning disabilities, while` recognizing the possibility that

specific deficits also exist,' hiive begun to suggest that many of the performance

deficits of earning disabled chi ldren are caused by general factors (e.g.,

motivation, anxiety state, etc. ) that affect their level of performance in

many different task settings (Torgeson, 1975).
.

When chi 1 dren Were provided -wi th- an effective way to group items for

study and recall (Semantic condi ti on ) , the reading disabled were able to

recall and organi ze their recla4s11 s ak much as normal readers did. Meris for

recall and clustering shown in Tables 1 and 2 were nearly identical for the

normal -and poof readers in this condi flop, al though the two groups did note

t.

23
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show a statistically significant differential increase in these indices as a'

function of semantic processing instructions. Thus, the pooi- readers
ik.

difficulty with,the fnee 'recall ta5k appears to reflect a "productiowdefici-

encync(Moely, 1977) for
,
the

,
use.of semantic organization as a mnemonic strategy.

i
.

.

.

The .contrasting dfects of the Semantic and Formal cond4JtiOn's on perform-
,

, . ,

.t
.

ance of the reading disabled provide strong evidence for the importance of .

category organization as a strategy affecting recall. These two conditions_

were.Ver,rsimilatoin-task demands--items were to 6;.''sorted in specified wSys,

. -

then studied for two minutes prior to recall, etc., and the study behaviors

shown in the two conditions were also very similar. No differences appeared-
:

in time spent distractelk looking at or touching items, orl5elf-testing.

Also,-the amount of time that elapsed until the child indicated that he As'

ready to recall did trot -differ for these tw. conditions. .Children in the

Formal condition did take considerably less'time to soil the items than.those

in the Semntic condition did,id it was suggested that time per se, rather-

than the kind of itemprocesaing_reiiJired in the two talks, might. have affecttd

recall. 'However, within-group correlations of the amount of time taken to

sort and recall measures were consistently nonLsigificant, justifying an

argument against sorting time as the important variable differentiating the

conditions.: Thus, no obvious differences in behavior that might reflecS,

the child's motivation, task involvement, or concentration during study were

found between the Semantic and Formal conditions. The effects produced seem

attributable only to the different kind of item processing required In the

two conditiops.

The Formal condition did not have the expected effect on normal children

of lowering recall by decreasiHg the use bf category organization: In fact,

4
e.
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call was identical for normal chi ldrenAi n this condition on baseline and

experimental"-t' ials, and their use of oc,g'ar izati on decreased onlyi very

,s-1 This may be due to their rath r low Use of category organization

the baselne trial. The finding that al 1 chi ldren took 1 before

reporting readiness to recall oh the experimental trial th n they had on

the baseline trial suggests that none of the groups Gras initially ve ry
(

sophistocated about the defiands of the- recall task. Since the normal readers'

initial, use of organization was not high, the .F9rmal condition evoked little

change.

likiere. appears to be gbod reason to continue investigation of the use of

strategies' for information storage and retrieval as an explanation for some

of the difficulties of the reading disabled child. In the present study,

e manner in -which the. task was presented affected the use of memory capa-

bill ties by. poor 'readers Struc tural .factors rel (led to memory impairment
4.

did not "appear to _exist, at least for this kind of memory task, since poor

kraaclect ' rteCall wa;notabl; improved by a manifulation that guided their

, ,., use,df categor.y,organization ir study and recall. An important challenge
', /

''for -edUCatiOW becomes that of f i riding effective ways tq engage the abilities

that the ,i-eadimg disabled c-hi 1 cf. has. The poor readers' study behavior in
$

. the classroom, as well as in structured task sting like that used here,
-

may need o be firmly guided and supported by external' sources in order to

be eff tivb
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Table 1

.

Pons and Standard Deviations for the Number of
s

Items Recalled

by Normal and Poor Readers in Each Condition cn Baseline and

Everimental Trials .

NURMAL READERS POOR READERS

4
4. .

Trial
i '

T c. ' r

,

Semantic Formal Free Sort SesaniC Formal Free Sort.

Baseline X =11.5. 12:1

.D.=3.7'. 2,1

Dcerimental X' =16.4 12.1

4
S.D. -3.5 3.2

12.7 10,4 11.5 \, ,

S 3.4 3.1, 2,5 '..

16.4 16.5 10.7

2.9 3.9 3.2

a

12.7

a

4 0 z
0I
3
13)

0.

0
0
I
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- Table 2

Means and Stanlpid Deviations for Recall

Igor leaders in Each 0:coition cn Baseline and

Experimental Trials

'

V)'

tics (RR) by iiorMal

4

1

Semantic

NORMAL READERS

Free Sort

POOR READERS

Free SortFormal Seaantic Formal

Fiaelire X= .34

S.D.= .16

.35

.14

.26

.13

.26

.14

p

.26

.16

.29

Dtperirrental , X= .63

S.D.= .11

..30

.16

.55

.15-

.61

.16

.43

.19 ,

-n
I
CD

CD

0
0

32 ;

z.
0

0
3

0
0

a.
0.

N tiS

O. 0
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Table 3

!tan Frequency of Study Behaviors for Normal and Poor Readers

in Eacl Conii cn Baseline, bperirrental Trials

Study

Ethaviorl' Trial

NOM READERS POOR REMERS

Sem. Forml. Free Sem.. Formal

Base lire .67 1.06 .40 .46 .13

Distracted
I 5

Experirttntal , .60 .13 .13 .26 .33'

Baselire, 10.73 . 10.73 10.21 10.47 11.07

Exierinental 9.73 9.47'4 8.60 8.93 10.07'

Baseline .07 .00 .67 . .07 ,.07

.1bu:hing

Dccerirrental .13 1.00 .13 .80 .07

Pelf- Baseline .00 .00 .00 .13 '.00

'Desting

14erinental .00 .27 .67 .93 .20

34

r

!tee

.93

1.80

11.00'

9.33

.00

.071

.00

( .00


